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Australian Real Estate Securities 

Fund Investment Performance 

 
The Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund – Series II (the ‘Fund’) underperformed the S&P/ASX 
300 AREIT Accumulation Index by 34 basis points for the quarter ending 31 December 2017. 
 

Period Ending 31 December 2017* 

 
Quarter 

% 
1 Year 

% 
3 Years 

% p.a. 
5 Years 

% p.a. 
7 Years 

% p.a. 

Since 
Inception# 

% p.a. 

Fund (after fees)^ 7.45 7.20 11.80 13.12 13.38 8.64 

Benchmark+ 7.79 6.44 11.27 13.40 13.70 8.20 

Difference -0.34 0.76 0.53 -0.28 -0.32 0.44 

 

Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund – Series II Unit Price 

    Net Entry Net Exit 

31 December 2017^    $1.2819  $ 1.2768 

30 September 2017    $1.2064  $ 1.2016 

 Ex distribution of 1.2451 cents per unit as at 31 December 2017. 

 

 

  

* Net returns are expressed after deducting investment management costs. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
# 31st August 1994. 
+ S&P/ASX 300 AREIT Accumulation Index. 
^Please note this Fund was previously known as the Perennial Australian Property Wholesale Trust. Resolution Capital was appointed manager of 
the Fund effective 1 November 2014. 
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Market Performance 

 

Market Overview 

 
31 Dec 17 30 Sep 17 

Quarterly 
Total 

Returns 

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index (unhedged in A$ Net TR) 3,807 3,663 3.9% 

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index (hedged in A$ Net TR) 2,550 2,461 3.6% 

S&P/ASX 300 (GICS) Property (Accum) 46,973 43,579 7.8% 

S&P/ASX 300 Index (Accum) 59,724 55,432 7.7% 

US 10 Year Bonds 2.43% 2.31%  

AU 10 Year Bonds 2.66% 2.85%  

A$/US$ 0.78 0.78 -0.3% 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

A-REIT Commentary 

 
The S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation Index 

produced a total return of 7.8% for the quarter ended 

31 December 2017, marginally outperforming the 

broader Australian equities market which delivered a 

total return of 7.7%. On a net basis the Fund delivered 

7.5%, underperforming the benchmark. 

 

Whilst there was much hype surrounding the launch of 

Amazon’s Australian operations, A-REIT performance 

in the quarter was buoyed by a combination of 

favourable movements in Aus. Government bond 

yields and most significantly, the announcement of the 

takeover bid for Westfield Corporation (WFD) at a 17% 

premium to its closing price on the eve of the bid.     

  

In a historically significant moment for the sector and 

Australian real estate in general, Westfield Corporation 

(WFD) announced its Board and the Lowy family 

agreed terms to sell the company to European peer, 

Unibail-Rodamco (UL). The scrip and cash offer valued 

WFD at A$10.01 per share at announcement, an 

estimated implied cap rate of 4.6% and a modest 

premium to our estimate of Net Asset Value (NAV). We 

view the price as reasonable but not exceptional for the 

quality of the platform and the scarcity of many of 

WFD’s flagship assets. For the avoidance of doubt the 

transaction does not incorporate any of the Australian 

or NZ ‘Westfield’ branded properties which are owned 

by a separate listed vehicle, Scentre Group ‘SCG’. 

 

For some it may come as an early Christmas present 

given the 17% premium to WFD’s closing price.  On the 

eve of the announcement the portfolio held a modest 

underweight position. We increased the position 

following WFD’s underperformance post the 

transaction announcement.  

 

UL is not a household name outside Europe but it is the 

Continent’s largest listed REIT with a portfolio 

consisting mainly of high quality malls, spanning 11 

European countries valued at over €42.5bn. In addition 

to the core mall business, UL also owns and develops 

office property and owns and operates a convention 

and exhibition business, principally in the greater Paris 

/ Il de France region. With a current equity market cap 

of €21bn, it is one of the 50 largest companies on 

European stock exchanges. 

 

Unlike WFD, its malls are not branded. Indeed as part 

of this transaction it plans to brand its own flagship 

malls "Westfield" - recognition of Westfield's iconic 

standing in the industry. Readers of our global quarterly 

notes over the years will know we are admirers of 

Unibail (pronounced "ooni-buy") - numerous property 

inspections and meetings with management have 

confirmed our view that they are by far the best in 

Europe and amongst the top three mall operators in the 

world (for further background on UL please see the 

Appendix 1 where we have provided a more detailed 

overview). 

 

The combination of the two companies will reinforce 

UL’s position as one of the leading high-quality mall 

platforms globally with an unrivalled geographic 

breadth incorporating 104 shopping centres in 13 

countries and a combined gross market value of 

€61.1bn (A$93.5bn). The acquisition enables UL to 

enter the US and UK markets with a compelling 

portfolio of assets at a fair price, which partially reflects 

the uncertainty surrounding US malls.  

 

Following the merger of the two groups, the largest 

geographic exposures will be France (37%), UL’s 

traditional home market, and the US (22%). The 
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remainder of the portfolio is spread across the UK and 

Europe with assets located principally in capital cities 

and significant regional hubs.  

 

Geographic exposure by gross market value 

 
Source: UL, RCL 

 

The combination brings together two of the most active 

developers in the mall business with a combined retail 

development pipeline of €9.3bn (A$14.3bn). In addition 

the pipeline includes a further €3bn (A$4.6bn) of office 

and residential development, the latter of which is 

predominantly proposed on land surrounding existing 

malls. This far exceeds any other mall REIT globally 

providing scope to maintain market position and 

enhance portfolio quality and returns.  

 

Notably the transaction marks the end to the Lowy 

family managing the business. The combined vehicle 

will be managed by the senior leadership team of UL 

with the Lowy family and several other senior WFD 

executives stepping down. The Board will include UL’s 

current Board of Directors and two members of WFD’s 

Board, one of which will be Peter Lowy. The Australian 

operations will be jettisoned in favour of UL’s Paris HQ, 

while geographic operating teams will largely remain in 

place given no portfolio overlap.  

 

The immediate economic justification for the 

transaction rests on potential synergies of €100m p.a. 

(€60m cost, €40m revenue) and the promise of 

earnings per share (EPS) and Net Asset Value (NAV) 

accretion for UL shareholders. Achieving the cost 

synergies should be relatively straight forward given 

the ability to remove WFD’s Australian corporate office 

and its sizeable senior management remuneration bill. 

We question the revenue synergies but perhaps there 

are advertising and ancillary revenue opportunities 

brought by the larger portfolio scale and geographic 

footprint. 

 

The capital structure is where we have some concern. 

The combined vehicle will have a loan-to-value ratio of 

41% (ex hybrid debt) and will be required to sell €3bn 

(A$4.6bn) of assets to repay bridge financing to 

complete the transaction. Debt / EBITDA will be in 

excess of 9x which is toward the upper end of global 

peers. We acknowledge UL has a solid track record of 

portfolio rotation and balance sheet management (it did 

not raise dilutive equity during the GFC) however we 

would prefer to see gearing lower given the sizeable 

development pipeline and elevated asset values.  

 

For the A-REIT sector the sale of WFD represents the 

loss of one of the most compelling platforms available 

for investment. While mall companies have been under 

pressure given well documented challenges in the retail 

sector, WFD is one of the top platforms globally and 

provided a unique exposure to US and UK malls while 

maintaining its Australian share market listing. 

Representing 14% of the A-REIT 300 index WFD’s 

takeover will have a significant impact on the local 

index. 

 

With an Australian listing contemplated for the UL scrip 

component (Via a CHESS Depository Interest, CDI) 

Australian investors will retain the capability to invest in 

the merged vehicle and will effectively receive ~65% of 

their WFD investment in the new UL CDI. It is also 

anticipated that the CDI will be eligible for inclusion 

within the S&P indices including the A-REIT index. The 

ultimate weight in the A-REIT index remains uncertain 

but we approximate the range of 4-5%.  

 

S&P / ASX 300 A-REIT index 

 
Source: S&P, Bloomberg, RCL. NB: UL / WFD assumed at 4% 

weighting 

 

While we will be sorry to see WFD leave the Australian 

bourse (assuming the transaction proceeds) we see 

the combination with UL as one of the more acceptable 

outcomes if the vehicle is to be sold. The portfolios are 

complementary and the management platforms and 

track record of similar quality.  

 

Given the support of the Lowy family it seems probable 

the transaction will proceed however opportunities of 

this nature arise rarely and it remains possible that a 
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competing bid could be forthcoming. We note the 

transaction remains subject to certain regulatory 

approvals and shareholder votes for both companies 

which is not expected to be completed until second 

quarter of 2018. 

 

Naturally many will be intrigued if not disturbed by the 

Lowy’s decision to effectively cede control of a 

business they established over 50 years ago which 

became one of the best known brands in real estate 

globally. It is doubtful we will ever truly know the order 

of the motives, but we note that Sir Frank Lowy now is 

into the twilight of his career and his three sons seem 

to have disparate interests. Hence, the notion of 

handing over the reins to a seasoned operator without 

family control issues whilst maintaining a sizeable 

equity interest in an outstanding platform in Europe, the 

UK and the US seems a reasonable outcome. It is also 

noteworthy that UL had trumped Westfield’s ambitions 

of expanding on the Continent, as Westfield had lost 

bids for new mall developments in Brussels and 

Hamburg to UL in just the past few years.    

 

There is no disputing that the Lowys are stepping aside 

at an interesting point in the industry’s history, and this 

will heighten concerns about the viability of physical 

malls in the world of e-commerce. At completion of the 

transaction, the Lowys will receive over $A650m in 

cash and retain a 2.8% stake in UL. Notably they have   

committed to maintaining a “substantial investment” in 

UL following the transaction.  It's also worth 

remembering the Lowy family retains a 4% stake in 

Scentre Group (SCG), the Australian ‘Westfield’. It 

would be a telling sign if / when they choose to liquidate 

either of these holdings.  

 

Not so good tidings 

 

In other retail news the much anticipated launch of 

Amazon’s Australian website finally occurred with little 

fanfare and a generally underwhelming reaction from 

consumers and the Australian press. With a limited 

range and currently uninspiring delivery speed and cost 

its launch will have had minimal impact on Australian 

retailers this Christmas. Not that they should be 

complacent. As we have written previously, we view the 

hype around the immediate impact of Amazon as 

overblown but expect its disruptive impact to build as it 

launches Amazon Prime, develops its local logistics 

network and builds out its full product offering. 

While Amazon’s soft launch may have provided some 

breathing room, Myer’s (MYR) profit warning mid-

December reiterated that retail conditions remain very 

challenging. Particularly for the department store 

format which is facing more acute structural pressure. 

MYRs comparable sales were down 2% for the quarter 

and 5% for the first two weeks of December. Given 

retailers make a significant portion of their annual profit 

in the final quarter of the year underperformance in the 

crucial Christmas trading period can play havoc with 

profitability. Indeed MYR indicated it expects its first 

half profits to be materially below the prior period with 

trading conditions so challenging they could not provide 

a profit forecast for the year. MYR may not be the 

canary in the coal mine as its business has been under 

pressure for some time but it still doesn’t augur well for 

a bumper Christmas trading period.  

 

Adding to the retail malaise, domestic luxury brand 

Oroton entered voluntary administration in November. 

While the company had been facing challenges for 

some time and was undergoing a strategic review, 

entering administration before the Christmas trading 

period is unusual for a retailer. Fortuitously, just prior to 

Christmas, one of Oroton’s largest shareholders 

stepped forward with a proposal to buy and operate the 

business. With 59 operating stores and a presence 

across many large shopping centres a sustainable 

solution for the business will likely be welcomed by 

landlords.  

 

The retail challenges were not isolated to the apparel 

category. Retail Food Group (RFG-ASX), home to F&B 

franchise brands such as Crust, Michel’s Patisserie, 

Brumby’s, Donut King and Gloria Jeans, lowered profit 

guidance following weaker trading at a number of 

franchises and negative media coverage on the 

franchise model more broadly. RFG has a number of 

brands with significant presence in malls which have 

reportedly experience lower trading revenues as 

landlords have increased the number of F&B tenants.  

 

The bulky goods segment also hit the headlines in the 

quarter following the announcement by Steinhoff 

International (SNH-JSE) of accounting irregularities 

and the resignation of its CEO (also the largest 

shareholder). Steinhoff owns many well-known 

Australian brands including Freedom Furniture, 

Snooze, Best & Less, Harris Scarfe and Fantastic 

Furniture. While several of these businesses are 

reportedly financially independent from the parent and 

performing well, it will take time for the full impact to be 

known. Aventus Retail Property Fund (AVN) has the 

most exposure with just shy of 10% of its rent roll to 

Steinhoff businesses.  

 

Scaling the peak 

 

Commercial property markets remained buoyant, some 

may say frothy, with a number of transactions providing 

evidence of continued strong investor demand and 

increasingly sharp pricing. The significant increase in 
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prices in advance of rents, particularly in CBD office 

property, also caught the attention of the RBA in the 

quarter who sounded the warning on the inherent risks 

of this trend, particularly in light of the potential for 

higher interest rates in the future.   

 

In the office sector three keenly priced transactions 

were announced in Sydney with Asian capital a 

continuing feature.  

 

 1 Castlereagh St, a B grade asset with relatively 

short leases, was sold to Early Light International 

(HK based investor) for $220m representing a 

~4.2% cap rate and $19,000 psm.   

 

 K-Wah Group (HK based investor) purchased 20 

Hunter St for around $190m on a yield below 4%.  

 

 Investa Property Group’s ICPF sold 130 Pitt St for 

$229m to a joint venture between CLSA Real 

Estate and Mitsubishi Estate on a 3.7% initial yield 

and $21,000 psm.  

 

These are some of the sharpest prices we have seen 

for Sydney CBD office and while we are cautious in 

reading these across to the listed office REIT portfolios, 

they do indicate a degree of support for current book 

values.  

 

With Dexus Property Group’s (DXS) office portfolio 

trading on an implied portfolio value of ~$12,000 psm 

on our estimates, we still find relative appeal in the 

stock and hold an overweight position. DXS delivered 

total returns of 5.1%, underperforming the Benchmark 

and detracting from relative returns.  

 

In the retail sector, a 50% interest in Indooroopilly 

shopping centre in Brisbane was sold to AMP Capital 

Shopping Centres Fund at a reported cap rate of 

4.25%. The asset is a super-regional mall of over 

110,000 sqm and was originally developed and owned 

by Westfield until they sold their remaining interest in 

2000. This follows the sale of a 25% interest in 

Highpoint shopping centre last quarter to another 

unlisted fund at a similar cap rate. It would seem the 

scarcity of regional mall opportunities means even 

partial interests still command healthy prices. Listed 

REITs on the other hand are not seeing the love with 

Scentre Group (SCG) trading on an implied portfolio 

yield of 5.7% and Vicinity Centres (VCX) 6.4%.  

 

Another retail transaction highlighting the point was 

Vicinity Centres (VCX) asset swap with its JV partner 

GIC. VCX agreed to exchange a 49% interest in 

Chatswood Chase for 50% interests in Sydney CBD 

assets The QVB, The Galeries and The Strand. The 

effective cap rates were 4.75% for Chatswood Chase 

and a blended 5.1% for the CBD assets. The CBD 

assets acquired by VCX are highly productive with 

tenant sales psm of $23,890, 2.5x higher than VCX’s 

portfolio average, and significant footfall. With much of 

George St becoming pedestrianised surrounding these 

properties they stand to benefit further. On balance it 

seems a reasonable transaction despite giving up 

some of the future development potential at Chatswood 

Chase and the sharp implied pricing.  

 

Refilling the coffers  

 
National Storage REIT continued its acquisition spree 

announcing the acquisition of five assets for $67m and 

an equity raising of $65m to finance the transaction. 

NSR has been an active acquirer of storage facilities 

throughout the country as it uses its relatively attractive 

cost of capital to aggregate the fragmented sector. 

 

Dual NYSE / ASX listed Iron Mountain (IRM-US, INM-

AU) raised US$540m of equity to fund the $1.3bn 

acquisition of ‘IO’ Data Centres. This acquisition comes 

on the back of two smaller data centre acquisitions by 

IRM as they look to expand into the space as a 

complement to their core document storage business. 

Data centres are still a relatively small part of the overall 

IRM business estimated to be ~5% of revenues 

following this transaction but provide another avenue 

for IRM to leverage its customer base and reputation 

for secure custody.  

 

Although we did not participate in the transaction, it is 

worth noting Cromwell Property Group’s (CMW) listing 

of Cromwell European REIT (CEREIT) on the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. Following the failed 

attempt last quarter it limped over the line in November 

raising €865m gross equity including CMW’s €310m, 

36% stake. The €1.4bn portfolio includes 74 properties 

across five European countries. The positive for CMW 

is the IPO of CEREIT secures a third of its European 

AUM from the Valad acquisition with longer term 

capital. The negative, at least from a CMW minority 

shareholders perspective, was the placement of 

$170m of CMW equity (9.9% of existing share 

outstanding) to two of the cornerstone investors in 

CEREIT at 5.5% below its trading price at the time. It 

seems CMW investors unknowingly paid a price to get 

CEREIT across the line. Somewhat questionable from 

a corporate governance standpoint. CMW delivered 

total returns in line with sector for the quarter.  

 

Finally, another acrimonious battle on the fringes of the 

sector continued with Next D.C. (NXT) issuing a notice 

of meeting to wind up Asia Pacific Data Centres (AJD-
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ASX).  AJD is now controlled by 360 Capital Group 

(TGP) following its success in the takeover battle with 

NXT. NXT is AJD’s sole tenant and also owns 29% of 

the equity. It seems NXT would rather wind up the 

vehicle than have three of its key data centres 

controlled by TGP. Given TGP’s majority shareholding 

in AJD this seems an unlikely outcome but should the 

data centres hit the market for sale it will provide an 

interesting pricing benchmark for what is a hotly 

demanded asset class globally. 

 

Outlook 
 

After several years of double digit returns A-REITs 

delivered total returns of 6.4% for calendar 2017 which 

equates approximately to the sector’s distribution yield. 

Overall returns were constrained significantly by REITs 

with retail exposure as weakness in tenant sales and 

the ongoing shift toward e-commerce impacted 

valuation multiples. We continue to see headwinds for 

the retail property sector and have positioned the 

portfolio accordingly with a sizeable underweight 

position.   

 

The other significant influence on the sector in coming 

months will be the outcome of the takeover of WFD and 

its potential departure from the Australian indices. With 

the A-REIT index already largely concentrated in ten 

stocks WFD’s departure will further increase the 

concentration. We are fortunate to have the capacity to 

invest in global REITs to broaden our universe and 

anticipate a greater allocation in the portfolio as 

appropriate opportunities arise. 
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Appendix 1

Unibail-Rodamco (UL-AMS) 
 
Created in 1968 and listed on the Paris Stock Exchange in 1972, Unibail-Rodamco (UL) is now the largest listed REIT 
in Europe with a portfolio spanning 11 European countries valued at over €42.5bn. With a current market cap of 
€21.4bn it is one of the 50 largest companies on European exchanges. 
UL is a fully integrated property company which is principally focused on the ownership, management and development 
of dominant European shopping centres (81% of Gross Asset Value). In addition to its core mall business UL owns 
and develops office property primarily in Paris (10% of GAV) and is the owner and manager of a Parisian convention 
and exhibition business (7% of GAV). 
 
Portfolio overview 
UL has the highest quality mall portfolio and management platform in Europe and arguably in the top 5 globally. UL’s 
mall portfolio comprises 71 assets (1H 2017) and is focused on large dominant malls throughout Europe. 
Geographically France is the largest exposure, followed by Central Europe, Spain and the Nordic regions. Over the 
years we have toured many of UL’s properties across its European footprint. We have been continually impressed with 
the quality of the assets and personnel across the board.   
 

   
Source: Company data, RCL 

 
Asset rotation 
UL has a long history of actively upgrading its portfolio through disposing of lower quality or lower growth assets. 
Over the last 10 years UL has sold around €11bn worth of assets across its platform.  
 

  
Source: Company data, RCL 

 

1. UL’s disposals have included office, 

high street retail, shopping malls and 

exhibition centres 

2. Typically portfolio sales have been 

made in line or above book value 

3. UL was not a forced seller of assets 

during or after the Global Financial 

crisis (GFC). Disposals were 

strategic to upgrade quality and 

improve the internal growth profile of 

the portfolio 
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Focusing on the retail portfolio, over the past 8 years UL has been one of the most aggressive (along with Westfield) 
in repositioning its portfolio toward high quality, large, dominant malls. Between 2009 and 2015 UL sold €5n of retail 
property. The significant disposal program halved the number of assets (despite further acquisitions and developments 
during the period) and increased the average value, size and footfall of the portfolio significantly.  
 

  
NB: UL defines a large mall as having >6m p.a footfall 

 
Portfolio returns 
UL’s focused strategy, active management and continual portfolio upgrading through significant disposals and 
development has delivered sector leading net operating income (NOI) growth vs both EU and US peers. 
 

 
Source: Company data, RCL. NB: Data is company defined. U.S is same-store NOI growth. EU / UK is like-for-like net rental income growth.  

Total shareholder returns 
UL’s total returns over all time periods are competitive if not sector leading against both European and U.S mall peers. 
UL’s long-term returns benefit from its resilience during the GFC where its conservative balance sheet enabled it to 
withstand the capital market dislocation and continue to focus on its long-term portfolio strategy.  
 

 

Portfolio summary

2009 2015

No. of shopping centres 147 72

Avg value €m 172 450

Avg GLA sqm 49,200 69,200

Large malls % of total 77% 97%

Avg Footfall mn 7.9 11.6

UL’s retail thesis and portfolio strategy has been the 
most consistent of the peer group with Westfield. They 
expect operating performance of malls to continue to 
bifurcate with the large dominant centres with a 
compelling offer and experience to continue to take 
market share 
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Source: Factset both charts. Annualised compound total returns. 

 
Earnings and dividend history 
 

 
Source: Company data, RCL 

 
Source: Company data, RCL. NB: Dividend chart excludes special dividends. 

 
Balance sheet 
UL’s consolidated nominal debt totals €15.6bn equating to a current loan-to value (LTV) ratio of 33%. UL is principally 
an unsecured borrower and the majority of its debt is Euro bonds, short-term paper and a small convertible bond 
(ORNANE). UL is an A rated issuer by both Fitch and Standard and Poor’s. 
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UL DPS History (€) - ex special dividends

1. Since 2000 UL has delivered an EPS 

CAGR of 6% despite significant portfolio 

disposals and the GFC 

2. Its outperformance vs many global peers 

is significant as UL did not need to raise 

dilutive equity during the GFC 

 

1. Since 2000 UL has delivered a DPS 

CAGR of 11%  

2. In addition to ordinary dividends, UL has 

paid two special dividends  

3. In 2010 UL paid a special dividend of €20 

per share or €1.8bn following portfolio 

disposals  

4. In 2004 paid €24 per share or €1.04bn 

equivalent to ~25% of Net Asset Value 

(NAV) 
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Source: Company data, RCL 

 
UL has proactively managed its balance sheet taking advantage of historically low finance costs and extending its debt 
tenor. Overall leverage has reduced on an LTV basis to 33% (vs covenants typically at 60%) however on a debt / 
EBITDA basis UL’s leverage is above its long-term average.  We note there are no financial covenants (such as LTV 
or ICR) in the EMTN program (76% of outstanding debt) or the commercial paper program (9% of outstanding debt). 
Additionally it is worth highlighting UL entered the GFC (2008) with an LTV of 28% and did not raise dilutive equity. 
 
Loan – to –value ratio         Net debt / EBITDA 

       
 
UL has taken advantage of the significant decline in finance costs in the Eurozone. Since 2010 its cost of debt has 
declined from 3.9% to 1.4%. Despite lowering costs significantly UL also lengthened its debt maturity by ~3 years.  
 
Average interest cost       Weighted average debt maturity

         
Source: Company data.  Top right chart: Company data/RCL estimates. 
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1. In April 2016 UL issued a 20 year bond 

with a 2% coupon, the longest maturity 

ever for a real estate company in the Euro 

market 

2. In 2015 UL issued a €500m convertible 

(ORNANE) bond which was 6x 

oversubscribed and the first bond issued 

with negative yield by real estate company 

in the Euro Market 

3. UL has also issued two ‘Green Bonds’ – a 

debt instrument where proceeds finance 

brownfield or existing assets which meet 

environmental and social criteria 
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Sustainability 
UL is considered one of the leaders in the global real estate sector with regard to sustainability.  
In 2016 the company launched its new sustainability strategy with the aim of reducing its carbon emissions by 50% by 
2030. The commitment includes the entire value chain and was the first listed real estate company to address indirect 
emissions (i.e., resulting from construction works, energy use by tenants and transport to sites) in its targets.   
UL participates in the GRESB survey and has been named a “Green Star” in each of the last 6 years (to 2016) and in 
2015 was named the “Global sector leader” achieving the best score in the retail sector. It is included in the FTSE4Good 
and STOXX Global ESG Leaders indexes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20 December 2017 

 
Disclaimer 

Resolution Capital Limited ABN: 50 108 584 167 AFSL No. 274491 

This communication was prepared by Resolution Capital Limited (“Resolution Capital”, “RCL”). The information in this 

communication is for general information purposes only. Information in this communication is not intended as a securities 

recommendation or statement of opinion intended to influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. 

This communication has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs, and 

because of that, reliance should not be placed on the information in this communication as the basis for making an investment, 

financial or other decision. Any opinions or forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Resolution Capital and its 

representatives on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later change without notice. Any projections 

contained in this communication are estimates only and may not be realised in the future. Returns from investments may fluctuate 

and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Resolution Capital believes the information contained in 

this communication is reliable, however no warranty is given as to its accuracy and persons relying on this information do so at 

their own risk.  

Unauthorised use, copying, distribution, replication, posting, transmitting, publication, display, or reproduction in whole or in part of 
the information contained in this communication is prohibited without obtaining prior written permission from Resolution Capital 
Limited. 
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Contact Details 
 

Julian Campbell-Wood 
Portfolio Manager 
Email: julian.cwood@rescap.com 
 
Andrew Parsons 
Managing Director - Senior Portfolio Manager 
Email: andrew.parsons@rescap.com 
 
 
 

Resolution Capital Limited 

Level 38 
Australia Square Tower 
264 George Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 

 

  
GPO Box 553 
Sydney NSW 2001 

Tel: +61 2 8258 9188 
Fax: +61 2 8258 9199 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Interests in the Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund – Series II (‘Fund’) (ARSN 087 719 917) are issued by 
Pinnacle Fund Services Limited, ABN 29 082 494 362, AFSL 238371, as responsible entity of the Fund. Pinnacle Fund Services 
Limited is not licensed to provide financial product advice.  You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement of the Fund 
available at https://www.rescap.com/funds/ in its entirety before making an investment decision. Resolution Capital Limited 
(‘Resolution Capital’, ‘RCL’) (ABN 50 108 584 167 AFSL 274491) is the investment manager of the Fund.  Pinnacle Fund Services 
Limited and Resolution Capital believe the information contained in this communication is reliable, however its accuracy, reliability 
or completeness is not guaranteed. Any opinions or forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Resolution Capital and its 
representatives on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later change without notice.  The information in this 
communication is not intended as a securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to influence a person or persons 
in making a decision in relation to investment. This communication is for general information only. It has been prepared without 
taking account of any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Any persons relying on this information should obtain 
professional advice before doing so. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
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